
Extended Essay 

Evidence Outline, Assessment Criteria 
Review & Rough Draft 
TOK Major Grade 

Due: August 25
th

  

Using your annotated bibliography and additional readings, develop an evidence outline and then the rough draft 
of your extended essay. Both items will be due in TOK and will combine into one major grade for the first six 
weeks. It is imperative that you submit this portion of your EE on time. Failure to do so may result in the loss of 
financial assistance for your IB exams. 

Format: You must follow the format given below. This is the structure your final essay will take. Use the same 

lettering/numbering you see below in typing your outline. Use Times New Roman and 12pt font. 

You will need to have The Assessment Criteria for the Extended Essay (EE Rubric) and your specific EE Subject Guide 

in hand to complete this assignment. Both will be provided via ManageBac and on the SPHS IB website. 

Evidence Outline--Format Guide 100 points 
 

A. What is your research question?                                                                                                                            10 points 
Make sure it is stated in the form of a question that poses an argument. 

Identify your thesis statement. Restate your research question in a concise and clearly worded statement. 

Your thesis should be the last sentence of your introduction. It must include your subject and your opinion 

on that subject. 

B. Background: Why is your argument important?                     10 points 

All EE areas except for the sciences—write, in detail, about your topic. Start from a point of strength—
use your research question/ thesis statement—and tell me everything you know/ have learned up to this 
point. (If your knowledge is lacking, do more research!) You should make reference to resources that you 
are reading/ have read. This is what is known as a “core dump” in which you simply write everything that 
you currently know or have discovered. However, your writing should have a logical flow. Remember to 
provide parenthetical source citations including page numbers. For MLA (Author & page #) or if using APA 
(Author & publication year) 

C. Introduction: (According to Criterion B of the Subject Area Guide)  10 points 
1. Before you begin your introduction think about: 

a. How can you capture the reader’s attention? 
b. Is there a startling statistic or fact? 

C. Is it possible to use a pertinent short quote here to begin 
your discussion? 

2. Write an 8-10 sentence paragraph that serves as a draft of your 

introduction. Make sure you address your requirements for your 

subject area. Look at the EE rubric—see attached file Assessment 

Criteria for the Extended Essay. Have you reached a Level 2? 

 

 

 



 

D. Argument: (According to Criterion E in the EE Subject Area Guide) 25 points 
1. Argument Emphasis—Clearly define your argument. 

a. Support #1: 

Explain the strength of Support #1 in an extended paragraph. Follow the rules for paragraph 

writing. 

Documentation: 

Provide complete parenthetical source citations including page numbers for Support #1. For MLA 

(Author & page #) or if using APA (Author & publication year) 

b. Support #2: 

Explain the strength of Support #2 in an extended paragraph. Follow the rules for 

paragraph writing. 

Documentation: 

Provide complete parenthetical source citations including page numbers for Support #2. For MLA 

(Author & page #) or if using APA (Author & publication year) 

c. Support #3: 

Explain the strength of Support #3 in an extended paragraph. Follow the rules for paragraph 

writing. 

Documentation: 

Provide complete parenthetical source citations including page numbers for Support #3. For MLA 

(Author & page #) or if using APA (Author & publication year) 

E. Refutation: (Continuation of Criterion E)                                                                                                                 5 points 
1. Argument Opposition—Are there any opposing arguments that are relevant to your interpretation 

of the topic?  

 
a. Opposing Argument #1: 

i. Your refutation of the opposing argument 

ii. Provide parenthetical source citations including page numbers for opposing argument 
#1. For MLA (Author & page #) or if using APA (Author & publication year) 

b. Opposing Argument #2: 

i. Your refutation of the opposing argument 

ii. Provide parenthetical source citations including page numbers for opposing argument 

#1. For MLA (Author & page #) or if using APA (Author & publication year) 

F. Read Criterion C (Investigation) in the EE Subject Area Guide.         5 points 
1 .Summarize how you are to conduct an investigation in your subject area. 

G. Read Criterion D (Knowledge and Understanding of the Topic) in the EE Subject Area Guide.        5 points 
1. In what way(s) must you demonstrate knowledge and understanding of your subject? 

H .Read Criterion F (Application of Analytical and Evaluative Skills) in the EE Subject Area Guide. 5 points 

1. Explain how you must demonstrate analytical and evaluative skills in your essay. 

2. Show the importance and relationship between different types of information in a hierarchical 

manner—How do you identify the facts and sources that you consider most relevant/important to your 

argument? How did you eliminate other sources? If you use diagrams, create them using tools in your 
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word processing program. Do not draw by hand. If you use diagrams from another source, you must 

credit the original source. 

I. Read Criterion G (Use of Language Appropriate to Subject) in the EE Subject Area Guidelines 5 points 
1 List the most important aspects in relation to style and usage for your subject. 

J. Read Criterion H (Conclusion) in the EE Subject Area Guidelines 10 points 
1. What must your conclusion accomplish? 

2. .Examine your arguments in relation to each other and decide what are the implications of your argument?  What 

do you want your reader (the examiner) to believe after reading your paper? 

K. Bibliographic Sources 10 points 

1. Provide your citation list in a proper format for your EE subject area: MLA, APA, Chicago, etc. Each has 

a different manner of citing a source. There are resources linked to the IB website to help you with 

this portion of your EE. Include specific page numbers with your citations. Only list those sources that 

you have cited in your EE outline. Your choice of citations should include a variety of scholarly sources 

—including databases, academic/scholarly journals, and print resources—and should clearly 

demonstrate that you have made progress with your research reading. 

Rough Draft 100 points 

Once you have completed the above Evidence Outline and Criteria Assessment Review, use it to write your 
complete rough draft. Follow the formatting and organization guidelines exactly as listed below. Partial credit will 
not be awarded for any section of the rough draft. The following rubric tells you exactly what is required, so you 
have every opportunity to earn full credit. 

Format Guidelines 10 points 

_____1. Uses Times New Roman font. 
  

_____2. Uses 12-point text. 
_____3. Double-space the text of your essay—Exceptions: Follow your chosen style manual for specific directions 
on block quotations, tables, and charts, and bibliographic citation. 

_____4. Indent paragraphs. 

_____5. Formatted 1” margins on all sides. 

_____6. Uses consistent pagination throughout—usually centered in the bottom footer. 

Parts of the Extended Essay 5 points 
_____1. Title Page (Same format as entire essay) 

  

  

Title is centered on page. 
  

  

All other information is found in the lower left corner of the page: 
  

  

Student Name 
  

  

Candidate Number 
  

  

Date of IB Exams (MAY 2015) 
  

  

Category of EE 
  

  

Supervisor’s Name 
  

  

Word Count 
  

_____2. Abstract 10 points 

  

Is no more than 300 words. 
  

  

Includes an accurate word count at the bottom of the page. 
  

_____3. Table of Contents 5 points 

  

Uses the headings from your outline 
  

  

Uses additional topic-specific headings as needed. 
 
 

  



_____4. Introduction 10 points 

  

Grabs the reader’s attention and generally moves from the larger topic to the specific inquiry. 
  

  

Includes thesis statement that restates the research question. 
 

  

_____5. Body of the Paper 40 points 

Each body paragraph includes a clear topic sentence. 
  

Each topic sentence is supported with specific concrete details (facts, evidence, support). 
  

All concrete details are explained in terms of the topic sentence through clear commentary. 
  

Each body paragraph includes a concluding sentence. 
  

The body of the essay includes a refutation section. 
  

Transitional words link body paragraphs in a logical order. 
  

_____6. Conclusion 10 points 
Conclusion does not introduce new evidence. 

  

Conclusion discusses the implications of the research. 
  

Conclusion wraps up the discussion and is entirely opinion. 
  

_____7. Works Cited 10 points 
Consistently follows a standard citation format (i.e. MLA, APA, Chicago). 

  

Lists works in alphabetical order. 
  

Follows appropriate citation format (i.e. indents where appropriate). 
  

Shows a range of research and sources. 
 

 


